2018
“EAGLES
EXTRAVAGANZA”

GET

IN

EARLY TO

EARMARK AN ELITE
EAST COAST EAGLE
AND

ENHANCE YOUR EARNINGS.

HOW DO I DO IT?
1. The list of 20 player groupings should be analysed carefully. Eagles’ Extravaganza is
an auction that will allow you to bid for the right to own those players. Initial bids
will be accepted via email to info@eastcoasteagles.com.au (quote Bid amount and
group) and on the night at the annual Season Launch on Friday March 24th 2018
at The Fiddler.
2. If you feel that a particular player (or players) in a group represent a good chance
to do the following throughout the year, then you should seriously consider joining
the bidding process as it occurs.
♦ Finish 1st, 2nd, or 3rd in the Best & Fairest voting at Club Champion night in
either, or both of Premier Division (First Grade) or Premier Division (Reserve
Grade).
♦ Finish 1st, 2nd, or 3rd in the Best & Fairest voting at Club Champion night in
Division Two (Third Grade).
♦ Finish 1st in the Best & Fairest voting at Club Champion night in Woman’s
Division One.
♦ Be the highest ranked Under 21 player (as at 01/01/18) in the Premier
Division First Grade Best & Fairest. If this player comes 1st, 2nd or 3rd in the
First Grade voting, he is therefore ruled ineligible for the Under 21 category.
The winner will be the next highest polling player in First Grade.
(eligible players for this category are shaded on the group listing.)
♦ Be named as the best East Coast Eagles’ player in each of First Grade, Reserve
Grade and Third Grade each week as decided by the respective Match
committees.
♦ Receive the first eligible East Coast Eagles’ free kick awarded by the Umpires
in each First Grade and Reserve Grade match.
Note that Eagles’ Extravaganza only runs across the minor rounds.
If you ‘own’ that player, then you will receive the dollar amounts as described on the
attached final Payment Schedule from the pool of money accumulated throughout the
bidding process. The exact total dollar amount will not be known until the final pool
tally is calculated after bidding has been completed.
Please read the rules carefully which will be adhered to throughout the bidding
process. The bidding will only be conducted at the Season Launch Night on March
24th 2018 as per Point 1 above.
There is an element of skill involved in picking your best players but to allow absolute
luck to also play a part, we have again included the Free Kick award, which can be won
by any player. This allows those people to participate who are not big punters, but do
enjoy “buying a lottery ticket”.
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PAYMENT SCHEDULE
2018
(Assumes total pool is $20,000 to illustrate returns)
(The previous highest pool was $37,700)
Total Pool

100%

$20,000

Fund raising retained by club

23%

$4,600.00

Best & Fairest First Grade Total of
(Premier Division)
Split
1st
2nd
3rd

19%

$3,800.00

13%
4%
2%

$2,600.00
$ 800.00
$ 400.00

9%

$1,800.00

Best & Fairest Reserve Grade
(Premier Reserves)
Split
1st
2nd
3rd

Total of

Best & Fairest Third Grade
(Division Two)
Split

Total of

6%
2%
1%

1st Only

$1,200.00
$ 400.00
$ 200.00
$ 400.00

2%
2%

$ 400.00

Best & Fairest Woman’s Grade
Total of 2%
Split
1st Only
2%

$ 400.00
$ 400.00

Best Under 21 player in First grade

$1,400.00

7%

Weekly best player match awards (Based on 18 minor round matches depending on
the fixture for each division. The below is an estimate)
Premier Division
Division One
Division Three
Woman
Weekly free kick awards

18%
9%
1.5%
1.5%

[per match]
[per match]
[per match]
[per match]

$ 200.00
$ 100.00
$ 15.00
$ 15.00

(Based on 18 minor round matches)

Premier Division
Division One

4%
4%

[per match]
[per match]

Weekly awards are rounded down to the nearest $5.00
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$
$

40.00
40.00

PLAYER GROUPINGS
2018 Extravaganza Groups
1 Connor O'Brien
2 Jordan Etto
3 Peter Vlatko
4 Yannick Milligan-Saville
5 Zachary Johns
6 Damon Steer
7 Eugene Kruger
8 Daniel Spiteri
9 Brandon Clark
10 Reuben Haupt
11 Jon Vlatko
12 Aaron Drinkwater
13 Jamie Vlatko
14 Karl Merson
15 Andrew Browning
16 Kieran Emery
17 Benjamin Bourke
18 Mark Weekes
19 Stuart Turner
20 Trent Stubbs

Blake Jones
Lucas O'Connor
Lachlan Cox
Tom Polverino
Anthony Baddock
Lewis Whales
Scott Pierce
Martin Karafilis
Joshua Cutting
Daniel O'Connor
James Ford
Dean Costello
Luke Mansour
Ryan Fitton
Jared Patira
Thomas Zdrillic
Thomas Stewart
Derek Visser
Alexander Van Vliet
Nathan Campbell

James Delaney
Chris Milojevic
Alex Organ
Matthew Hall
Nicholas Johns
Jack De Gioia
Stephen Tumminello
Damian Gatte
Ben Foxall
Alex Foxall
Justin Taylor
Benjamin Bridie
Jack Pulo
Nicholas Yazdani
Mitchell Perl
Brendan Vielhauer
Mitchell Thompson
Brent Trewin
Scott Waterhouse
Alexander Newton

Jordan Roughan
Caitlin Rogers
Laura Moran
Lachlan Boyd
Chloe Arndt
William Fargas
James Salvador
Joshua LeGuier
Naomi Richardson
Courtney Torpy
James Regan
James Adler
David Berger
Adam Dawes
Any Eligible Female U19
Any Unlisted Men's Player
Benjamin King
Any Eligible Male U19
Jake Simpson
Andrew Tumminello

Stephanie Jenkins
Tara Deith
Analiesse Fakas
Dana Polverino
Jessica Arndt
Bobbi Kelly
Maegan Gasser
Jess Bannerman
Aimee Cornwell
Kayla Treadgold-Simons
Emily Goodsir
Alexandra O'Grady
Maddie Ferguson
Any Unlisted Woman's Player
Tara Kilminster
Georgia Bower
Amy Stedman
Danielle Mace
Ally Dallaway
Bre Donnellan

Players eligible to win the Under 21 best player category are shown “shaded orange” above.
This includes “any eligible male U/19” in Group 18 who is not named in the above groups.
Group 14 & 16 will be classed as a “Mystery bet”. It can be added to without limits by
players who may, prior to and including the last minor round game:• Be currently injured and are not included in any group,
• Be new to the Club after the date of this auction,
• Be past players who are returning to the Club.

This list is subject to change prior to March 24th 2018.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS
1. The free kick award is totally a lottery. If it were the “first goal”, then players in the
backline would be disadvantaged.
2. Early groups often represent good value in terms of amounts bid, owing to the
pool having not yet grown sufficiently to form a view.
3. A player who might be regarded as a regular First Grader may be returning from
injury through the Reserves. There is a good chance he might pick up the match
day award on several occasions, or indeed poll heavily in the Reserves B&F in just
a few games.
4. Having similar weighting on First and Reserve Grades in terms of dollar returns,
means that all players are deserving of a bid and represent good value in the
whole exercise.
5. The winner of the best Under 21 player category will be that player who is aged
Under 21 as at the 1st of January 2018. Eligible Players are shaded on the group
list. If a player (or players) from this listing finishes 1st, 2nd or 3rd in the First
Grade B&F, they will be excluded and the winning U/21 player will be the next
ranked player outside the top three placings. The considerable dollars on offer for
this category winner will therefore go to a lower ranked U/21 player who may not
necessarily be a favourite for this award.
6. Group 19 is a mystery and unlimited group. Players over age 19 arriving at the
club, or those not included in any category before the end of the Minor Round will
be included in this group.
7. Eagles Extravaganza will be conducted in the spirit with which you would expect. It
is not intended as a major fundraiser, but is designed to allow a bit of fun and
keep an interest throughout the season.
8. To the best of the knowledge of the Club’s Match Committees, all players named
in Extravaganza are available for selection all season. If this is not the case for a
particular player, details will be advised on March 24th.
9. Players are welcome to buy groups and participate in the bidding however the
Club frowns upon those who award votes to be involved in the bidding.
10. All monies paid by Group owners will be placed in a separate East Coast Eagles
bank account and payments for weekly winnings will be made monthly direct to
the owners nominated bank account by EFT. End of season winnings will also be
paid by EFT.
11. Assuming a final pool of $20,000, then the maximum return for a bidder who buys
the winner of the First Grade B&F and who wins every weekly First Grade B&F
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match day award, would be $6,200.00. (Ignoring any additional returns for first
Free Kicks or returns from other players in the Lot #.)

WHAT ARE THE RULES?
1. After the announcement of each group on March 24th 2018, the auctioneer will
call for bids from the audience.
2. Bidding will continue in each group until in the opinion of the auctioneer, there are
no more bids.
3. The amount bid, and by whom, will be recorded and a progressive total of the pool
will be displayed. It is also recommended that bidders keep their own record.
4. It will be up to the bidder to calculate the potential return from your purchase,
which may in turn influence, the amount of money they are prepared to bid.
5. All wins throughout the season will be paid according to the percentage scales
described in the Payment Schedule.
6. If you buy a player who is injured, or suspended, or misses matches for any reason
whatsoever, there is no return of any portion of your investment.
7. In the event of a tie in any Best & Fairest voting tallies, either for the weekly
awards, or the end of season awards for 1st, 2nd, or 3rd at Club Champion night
and best U/21, the winning prize money will be shared.
8. The free kick award is that East Coast player who receives the first earned free kick
given under the rules of the game. Examples which do not count as “earned” will
be any free kick arising from a centre bounce infringement by a player going over
the centre square, or a free kick given for “out of bounds on the full”.
9. The weekly Extravaganza match day awards apply to Minor Round matches only.
10. In the event that a match is not played for any reason, the weekly awards will

jackpot to the next played round.
11. As new players are recruited or return to the Club before the end of the Minor
Round, they will be included in Eagles Extravaganza into Lot 19.
12. The final pool will be reduced by 23%, which will be retained by the Club as fund
raising. This is factored into the sample calculations.
13. A successful bidder does not necessarily have to be a member or player of the
Club. However, it is intended that where possible, Extravaganza remains an East Coast
Eagles funded event.
14. If there is a rule genuinely overlooked, then the Club President will arbitrate accordingly.
15. All amounts accepted as successful bids must be paid to the Club on or before Round 2 on
Saturday April 14th 2018. Payment by any credit card will be accepted in which case there
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will be a surcharge of 2.5% applied.
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